GB-ZS/ZR Package Burner

As the GB-Z Package Burner line provides reliable, efficient, proven performance for your heating needs. Model GB-Z burners will fire natural gas, propane, or other gaseous fuels. The burner head features a nozzle mix combuster for a reliable, robust flame pattern. GB-Z burners are suitable for commercial and industrial firetube and watertube boilers, firebox boilers, thermal fluid heaters and various process heaters. The GB-Z burner delivers the engineering technology that can only come from the global authority in combustion and environmental solutions - Zeeco.

Standard Equipment:
- 3450 RPM motor
- Gas electric pilot with transformer
- Burner mounted or remote control panel with signal lights (Power On, Call for Heat, Main Fuel, Pilot Fuel, Alarm)
- Combustion air proving switch
- Ship loose gas train
- Motor starter
- 120/1/60 control circuit with transformer

GB-Z Package Burner.

About Zeeco.

With thousands of process installations to our name and more than 20 global locations, Zeeco has earned an enviable reputation for superior engineering, product performance and professional integrity. After 35 years, we’ve kept a tight rein on the positive differences that have guided us to become the world leader in advanced combustion and environmental systems, so no matter what hemisphere you operate in, you can rest assured that your project will receive exceptional attention, responsiveness, and service. Let us put our experience to work for you. Call or email us today to learn more about the full line of ZEESCO® products and services.